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ROTOCONTROL installs RSC Slitter Rewinder
Inspection Machine at Advanced Labels
ROTOTEC continues to grow number of ROTOCONTROL installations throughout South Africa

Ahrensburg, Germany (September 8, 2010) – Ralph Beier, ROTOCONTROL International Sales
Manager, today announced another successful installation in South Africa at Advanced Labels, who
purchased a RSC Slitter Rewinder Inspection Machine equipped with a Vision System from AVT.
The order was placed through the Director of ROTOTEC Pascal Aengenvoort, the local distributor
in South Africa for ROTOCONTROL.
Advanced Labels is a labelling company specialising in Pharmaceutical, Home & Personal Care,
Chemical, FMCG, ‘Peel & Read’ and ‘Coupon’ labels and is led by Mr. Richard Jones, Managing
Director.
Mr. Richard Jones commented: "We evaluated other finishing machines and proposals, but chose
ROTOCONTROL after seeing the machine in production at another ROTOCONTROL customer
site. Since the installation, I am extremely impressed not only with the machine, but with the
outstanding service I have received throughout the entire process from ROTOTEC.”
The ROTOCONTROL RSC series offers a full suite of standard features in an economical,
compact, extremely robust machine designed to maximize operator efficiency. Standard features
such as cartridge slitting system, vertical inspection zone, automatic tension control, S-Drive servo
driven operation, job save and simple, and functional controls means more time producing labels
and less time in set up.
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ROTOCONTROL RSC Slitter/Rewinder Inspection Machine
About Advanced Labels
Advanced Labels is a labelling company specialising in Pharmaceutical, Home & Personal Care,
Chemical, FMCG, ‘Peel & Read’ and ‘Coupon’ labels servicing clients throughout South Africa.
With over 19 years of industry experience, we are committed in offering our customers high quality,
cost effective and innovative labels.
Contact:
Advanced Labels
Phone: + 27 82 452 5593
richard@advancedlabels.co.za
About ROTOCONTROL
ROTOCONTROL designs and manufactures leading edge inspection, slitting, rewinding and die
cutting finishing machines for the narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL offers
machines from smaller basic rewinders to feature rich, sophisticated models with multiple options.
All utilize S-Drive Servo Technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate film and
foil materials. Headquartered in Ahrensburg (Hamburg), Germany ROTOCONTROL maintains the
highest level of product quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility.
ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice in the finishing of label products.
Speed is Nothing without Control.
To be updated on future ROTOCONTROL Company and Product announcements, visit the
company website at http://www.rotocontrol.com and subscribe to the Mailing List.
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